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Motor City-5 To Invade UMR 
It's mind·blowing, ear-
splitting, stomach churning. 
The souped up music of the MC-
5 starts off in high and never 
throttles down. Until recently, 
pop music from Detroit was all 
Motown, the slick 
manufactured charm sym-
bolized by the Supremes. But up 
from the underground has come 
a real Detroit sound, starting 
wi th the belch of its 
smokestacks and the beat of its 
machinery. This group, the MC-
5, will be appearing in Rolla on 
Wednesday, February 24, at 8 in 
the Multipurpose building. 
It's a driving music that has 
in it the dirt and factory pulse, 
and scream of rubber turning 
corners at high speed . The 
unmuffJed engines of the MC-5 
spare neither audience nor 
musicians, who exercise and 
uncanny control over their 
electrifying, abandoned 
ferocity. They steam with 
sweat, they leap and stretch and 
spin as they play and sing . They 
even carry along a sort of flight 
engineer who adjusts their 
electronic amplifiers, hands out 
Chancellor Baker 
Visits Viet Nom 
Chancellor Merl Baker of the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
and Dr. A.G. Unklesbay , 
university-wide vice president 
for administration, are 
currently visiting the National 
Technical Center in Saigon. 
There UMR has a contract 
with the U.S. Agency for In-
ternational Development (AID) 
for technical advice and 
assistance in engineering 
education. At present four UMR 
faculty members are in Saigon 
on the project. They are Dr. 
E .M. Spokes, professor of 
mining engineering , chief of 
party; Dr. M.E. Findley , 
associa te professor of chemical 
engineering; Dr. Myrne Riley, 
assistant professor of 
mechanical engineering, and 
Dr. Norman Dillman, associate 
professor of electrical 
engineering. 
The following by Chancellor 
Baker , outlines the value of the 
AID-UMR educational project 
in Viet Nam. 
"Educa tional projects have 
been a long-time component of 
the foreign aid program of the 
U.S. government. Many dif-
ferent countries or beneficiaries 
and even more cooperating 
institutions have been involved. 
These programs have been only 
a fraction of the cost of all 
foreign aid efforts , yet their 
lasting effects are most usually 
profound. 
"Military aid is very ex-
pensive and often triggers 
political controversies and 
confrontation. On the other 
hand, educated men can 
communicate and understand 
each other irrespective of their 
political differences. A mutual 
respect is built between the 
educated parties - the U.S. and 
the cooperating countries. This 
understanding and respect 
cannot but help bridge the 
political and cultural gaps in the 
long run -- starting with the 
nucleus of educators and 
gradually spreading to many 
others. 
"The AID sponsored UMR· 
Vi et Nam project is an im· 
Wearing Of The Green 
The proverbial "wearin of the 
green " in honor of the 
engineer's patron, St. Patrick, 
will soon be in evidence on the 
UMR campus. 
Green 1971 Sweatshirts, hats , 
garters and buttons are being 
sold by board members to help 
finance the St. P a t 's 
Celebration in March. Anyone 
may buy these green apparel 
from Board members , student 
union or Kenmark Sporting 
Goods. _ 
The carrying of ShiJIelaghs by 
all Freshmen will begin March 
8 till St. Pat's . These shiUelaghs 
shall be sized to 3 4 length of 
height and '/4 weight by body. 
The St. P at's gua rds wi ll be 
checking for beards a na 
shilielaghs a t various times. 
Attention 
B.S.-M.S.-Ph.D.-Candidates 
All who plan to complete requirements for a degree on May 23, 1971 
and who have not signed an application for a diploma, please check 
in the registrar's office. 
portant educational mission, 
completely divorced from the 
political and milita ry 
relationships between the two 
countries. Our mission is to 
work with the Vietnamese to 
plan and establish a 
technological university for that 
country . It is a part of helping 
them help themseleves to 
become educa tionally a nd 
economically self-sufficient in 
technical and scientific areas . 
The UMR-AID effort is that of 
planning and direction ; not 
capital construction or long 
tim'e operating funding. The 
annual cost of this advisory 
service is about $350,000 an-
nually which is indeed a "gnat's 
eye" measure of the total U.S. 
expenditure in Viet Nam. 
"Viet Nain , like most Asian 
countries (other than J apan), 
has a · serious need for 
technological development. And 
the first step is for them to 
develop a training capability to 
produce the scientists and 
engineers of varying specialists 
to bring the country up to 
economic self -sufficiency. 
Professors for their 
technological university now 
have to be trained in the U.S. 
and Europe and then given 
guidance in curriculum pl a n-
ning , organi zation, teaching 
and mission oriented research. 
" The UMR team is ex-
perienced in the basic needs of a 
technological university, but 
members have to transfer their 
knowledge of needs in the 
United Sta tes to those of Viet 
Nam . In addition , they have to 
plan an "expanding" capability 
which can grow as the country 
becomes more hi ghl y 
developed. The faculty leaders 
ha ve to be as good as those in 
the U.S. They also have to relate 
the ir ini t ia l efforts to the im-
mediate needs of Viet Nam, not 
needs anticipated 30 yea rs from 
now or what wou ld be needed in 
the U.S. Rather than being' 
co ncerned with nuclear 
reactors, the country now needs 
engineers, water sys tems, 
roa ds, fl ood control a nd 
irri ga t io n, t ra nspo rta li on 
sys tems, housing, com-
(Continued on Page 9) 
towels, passes around a water 
buc'ket, and replaces drummer 
Dennis Thompsori's sticks as he 
breaks them. 
The concert is being spon-
sored by the Student Union and 
the Student Council. Admission 
will be free with the UMR 1.0. 
Curators Okay AF ROTC 
The University of Missouri 
Board of Curators Friday ap-
proved the agreement between 
the UMR campus and the 
Department of the Air Force for 
the es tablishment of an Air 
Force ROTC unit. 
The initial offi cers com-
prising the local Air Force 
detachment will be Lt. Col. 
Madison Daily and Maj. Lee O. 
Cunningha m . Ma jor Cun-
ningha m and one non -
commissioned officer will 
es tablish the Air Force ROTC 
office on ca mpus in early April. 
The detachment will , a t that 
tim e, beg in accept ing a p· 
plica tions for Air Force ROTC 
training. 
The program will offer both 
the ge ner a l (fr eshm a n a nd 
sophomore) and professiona l 
milita ry (juni or a nd seni or ) 
courses. F light train ing will be 
given to those ca ndi dates 
accepted fo r pilots rating. 
According to Dr. R. E. 
Carlile, chai rman of the UMR 
ROTC and Air Force ROTC 
units will move to the Patrol 
Academy facility upon its 
vacancy. Carli le says that with 
this a nt icipa ted move, the 
ROTC units would be centered 
in one faci lity with the uniform, 
equipmen t a nd suppli es sup-
porting thei r effor ts also located 
in the same area . 
ROTC detachment here 
culminates an 18-month effort 
by UMR and the ROTC Com-
mittee to increase the ROTC 
offerings to the student bodv." 
Carlile said. 
This new detachment is one of 
15 established by the Air Force 
across the nation for the fiscal 
year 1970-71. During this same 
period the Air Force has 
discontinued 16 detachments on 
other ca mpuses. Carlile said , 
"It is hoped by UMR and the 
ROTC Committee tha t the 
combined offerings of the two 
ROTC progra ms for the 
s tudents will ultima tel y ad-
vance UMR to one of the top 
producers in the U.S . in tota l 
offi cer candidates." 
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Far From 
The Madding Crowd 
Movie Times 4:00 & 6:30 
Proud, head strong, beautiful 
Bathsheba inherits a farm and 
her independence. She hires 
rejected suitor Gabrial as her 
shepherd , then sets her cap for 
neighbor gentleman farmer 
Boldwood, but in the meantime 
has become enamored of Troy, 
a dashing cavalry officer. 
Recklessly , she marries him 
(not suspecting his dark past) ; 
he, in short order gambles away 
most of her money, creates 
disharmony among her far-
mhands and walks out on her 
when he learns his old girlfriend 
has died in childbirth. When he 
is presumed ~d, Bathsheba 
Tom Hentz Aids 
In Earthquake 
Late during the night on 
Wednesday, Feb . 10, 1971 , Tom 
Hentz, a mem ber of the UMR 
Am a teur Ra dio Club was 
contacted by the U.T .S. of 
Rolla . U.T.S. explained to Hentz 
that due to the CalifQrnia 
earthquake, whatever phone 
lines that weren't down were 
overloaded into the LA . area. 
Hentz volunteered to run phone 
patches via amateur radio for 
local residents concerned about 
relatives in California. Using 
the facilities of the Radiio Club, 
approximately 25 patches were 
run ·between 11 p.m. and 3 a.m . 
promises to marry Boldwood 
but Troy reappears and the 
nearly deranged Boldwood kills 
him. As he is being led off to 
prison , Bathsheba realizes it 
was qUiet-Gabrial she loved all 
the time. The English coun-
tryside plays a vital role in this 
old fashioned drama vividly 
presented with bucolic settings 
that are unbelievably 
beautiful. With Julie Christie, 
Terrence Stamp. 
BABY SITTING 





Alex Pizza Palace 
Alex's Pizza Palace is a re~taurant you Will fmo very pop-
ular with the UMR student body. They feature Pizza that 
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite. Cleanliness 
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and eve r y 
precaution is taken to see that you get fOOd prepared under 
the most sanitary conditions. . 
Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business 
connections at,Alex's Pizza Palace. 
Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when 
you dine at "ALEX's." We suggest that for a real dining 
pleasure you visit Alex's Pi zza Palace often. ·The address is 
122 W. 8th Street in Rolla. Open 4 p.m. till 2 a.m. seven days 
a-week. Call 364- 2669 for immediate delivery to your door. 
February 1.1(. Duchess 
'the lntercolJegiate Knights ' 
Duchess of February is Lynne 
Brewer Puetz who is a 
sophomore from Southwest 
Lynne Brewer Puetz 
High in Kansas City. Lynne is in 
Civil Engineering and was 
recently married over the 
Christmas holidays . She is an 
active member of Lamba 
Sigma. 
Lynne is a member of Student 
Council, representing Wesley 
House. She was a candidate for 
the 1971 Homecoming Queen. 
She also is active in intramurals 
and is a member of ASCE and 
G.D.I. Lynne will be on the 
committee for the formation of 
the ·Girls Auxiliary. 
NOTICE! 
Applications for the Girls 
Auxiliary are available in 
the I.K. box at the Student 
Union Candy Counter. Any 
girl interested is en-
couraged to fill one out. 
$ $ $ S A V E $ $. $' 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
SJUD_E~T ~.9UNT .flHCES 
Open Mon - Fri 8:30 - 7PM and Sat 8:30 - 6PM 
OFFICfAL Ul\IR RING 
ATTENTION: JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
Now Is The Time To Order Your Officiol UMR Closs 
Ring As Manufactured By 
L. G. Balfour Co. Several Styles To Choose From Plus 
A Large Selection Of Stones. 
Available Only At 
CHRISTOPHER JEWELERS 
805 PINE 
Furnished In Green, White, And Yellow Gold 
(Something New!! Ask To See The New JUMBO Ring!) 
SP RING IS WARM AND WHERE ELSE CAN YOU HAVE ALL THIS BUT AT 
THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HALL 
NOTICE! 
A.I. Ch.E MEETING 
Bill Bryant UMR '64 and 
Dave Freeman UMR '69 
from Mallinckrodt will talk 
on the "Calcium 
Phosphate Dibasic 
Process." Wednesday 24 
Feb . 7:00 p.m. G-6 Ch. E. 
UPTOWN THEATRE 





Frank Sinatra & 
Anne Jackson 
SUN. MON. TUES. 
FEB . 28 - MAR. 2 
Sunday Feature At 
1:10,4:00, 7:15 








ALL STAR CAST 
WED. THURS. FRI. SAT. 
MARCH 3-6 
One Showing Nightly 
Of Each Feature 
Sean ConneryAs 
James Bond In 





THURS. FRI. SAT. 
FEB. 25-27 







Gig Young & 
Cloris Leachman 
SUN. THRU SAT. 
FEB. 28 - MAR. 6 
No One Admitted 
Under 16 
RATED X 
"TROPIC OF CANCER" 




STEAK ONCE A WEEK 
WEEKLY MAID SERVICE ACOUSTICALLY QU~ET STUDY ROOMS 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES CLOSE LOCATION TO CAMPUS 
(BILLARDS, LOUNGESWlT.!i lE.LE.VI SION . CARD ROOMS 
Rates Are - Summer Session - $250.00, 1971 - 72 School Year - $122'i.00 - "Plan To Live In Comtort & Moke Grades" 
THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HALL 
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Ugly Man Time Again 
Theta Tau Annual Event 
Sets Out To Break All Records 
Theta Tau Professional 
Engineering Fraternity is once 
again sponsoring its annual 
"Ugly Man" contest, and 
though the contestants ma y 
appear somewhat bizarre, their 
goals are somewhat more 
appealing. 
Director of operations for the 
distribution of money con-
tributed is Jon Kremer, who 
sees that the money is utilized to 
aid underprivileged children of 
Phelps County. Though Theta 
Tau is somewhat of an honorary 
organization , its primary 
function is one of service -- both 
to the school and the com-
munity . 
Last year, the effort gathered 
over $8000 and Theta Tau 
utilized the money to assist 
financially with opera tions 
performed on four children and 
Presenting: The Ugly Men 
Mike Godar 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Phi Kappa Theta proudly 
presents Mike Godar as their 
official Ugly Man represen-
tative of '71. Mike has held the 
office of financial secretary at 
Phi Kap, is a member of APO on 
campus, and currently hails 
from St. Louis . He is majoring 
in Mechanical Engineering and 
hopes to graduate in May of '72. 
Mike hopes that this Theta Tau 
drive, spearheaded by some of 
the most repulsive looking 
creatures on campus will be 
supported by the entire 
university so as to make '71 a 
most memorable one. 
Miss Patricia Pijut 
Womens Residence Hall 
Association 
to help a local clergyman by 
contributing $200 toward his 
hospital bill. 
Current on the list of projects 
is the Skills Builder School, 305 
W. Ninth, which helps train 
children who are victims of 
dyslexia , a nervous system 
impairment. The school plans to 
buy a mobile learning center 
with $1500 of the $2200 donated 
and also specially designed 
desks since the students of the 
school cannot use flat desks. 
Equipment for the mobile 
center are also being purchased 
by Theta Tau. 
Scores of county children 
have been helped through the 
program in one way or another, 
such as the Rolla Regional 
Diagnostic Clinic, which 
received $100 for a set of 
audiometric headphones. 
Weekend. She and her 
organization plan to collect 
funds through various un-
dertakings. The girls hope to 
succeed in bake sales, shoe 
shines , babysitting, and in-
dividual soliciting. Thus are the 
plans of the WRHA. 
Gary Dittmar 
Kappa Sigma 
Gary is a sophomore in the 
M.E. Department, and is a 
member of Circle K, ASME , 
and AIAA. He is a graduate of 
Cleveland High School in St. 
Pa tricia Pijut has been 
selected by the girls of WHRA to 
represent them as their "Ugly 
Man" this year. Pat is a fresh-
man from St. Louis majoring in 
Electrical Engi neering. 
Presently a member of GDI, 
she also was a queen candidate Gary Dittmar 
during Centennial Party (Continued on Page 6) 
WANTED: Gripes About "The Office" 
Tired of getting the shaft from the Registrars Office? Have you had 
problems getting a transcript? Been getting the run-around to all 
those different offices? If you are tired of the policies or procedures 
of the Registrars Office and have a legitimate bitch then the 
Student Council Academic Affairs committee wants to know about 
it. We are presently trying to make suggestions to the ad-
ministration to better its procedures, but we need your help . If you 
have a definite gripe, please fill out the form below and put it in the 
Student Council box at the Student Union Candy Counter. (Note-
The personal info will be used as a fu ture reference and will not be 
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Promise To Return 
Los Indios Tabaiaras Delight 
Capacity Miner Crowd 
Friday evening the Student 
Union Board presented a 
concert by Los Indios 
Tabajaras in the Student Union 
Ba llroom . The program 
presented by the two member 
group was in two pairs. The first 
half of the program consisted of 
folk lore of South America and 
pop instrumentals. After a short 
intermission the two returned 
and performed classical in-
strumenta ls. 
The group was received by a 
capacity crowd of Miners who 
exhibited great enthusiasm for 
the program presented by the 
two Brasilians. The crowd was 
marvelled by the ability the two 
di splay ed in playing their 
guitars and were delighted by 
the witty comments made 
between the numerous 
selections that were played. 
The program was started by 
the appearance of Los Indios 
Tabajaras in colorful Indian 
cos tumes . The group started 
their act by playing and singing 
songs about the folklore of South 
America. These songs were in 
Argentina, Chi le , Columbia, selections. The pieces the group 
and Brazil. The two then performed were written by 
moved into pop instrumentals Bach, Chopin, Rimsky-
from Lima. 'Japan, and Korsakoff, and Liszt. At the 
America before intermission. completion of their per-
After intermission the formance the crowd gave Los 
Brazilians returned in formal Indios Tabajaras a standing 
wear and demonstrated their ovation. The two returned to 
mastery of the guitar with play an encore and expressed a 
classical instrumental desire to return next year. 
~";:>J~~ 
the Spanish and Portuguesse Los Indios Tabajaras 
language and were from 
Three Released On Bond For Mariiuana Possession 
Local Cops Bust UMR Students 
James P. Robertson , 21 , 
senior in Chemical Engineering 
from Barberton , Ohio , James 
Marion Mills, 22, senior in 
Electrical Engineering (Un-
classified) from Kinston, North 
Carolina and James Carter 
Swetman, 20, junior in Civil 
Engineering from Rolla were 
arrested Wednesday evening 
with possession of marijuana. 
They were released on $5000 
bond each subject to court 
proceedings. 
Eight one ounce packages of 
marijuana and nine road signs 
were confiscated by Rolla 
police after searching the 
students' residences and car. 
The three UMR students were 
to meet with Sam Burton, 
Student Personnel Director this 
past weekend in an informal 
disciplinary hearing. Mr. 
Burton will then recommend 
appropriate action or refer 
decision to a faculty commi ttee. 
l[ he recommends action the 
students have the right to reject 
it : in tha t case it will go 
directly to a faculty committee. 
The only previous case calling 
for action by the Student Per-
sonnel Office was two years ago 
when a UMR student was 
charged with possession and 
use of LSD. He was placed on 
'disciplinary probation.' There 
have been at least two other 
cases of drugs but in each case 
the student dropped from school 
voluntarily and the university 




Roger Ellis ....... ..... Editor 
Our Inept Faculty 
As stated in the last issue of the Missouri Miner, the objective of 
this and editorials to come in the pursuance of faculty evaluation. 
Thus far. the official requirements of the faculty have been printed 
in hopes that both the faculty and students realize and know what is 
officially expected from the faculty. 
Perhaps the best way to approach this problem of faculty 
evaluation is to air the views and complaints of a smattering of 
students, and wait for a response from both faculty and students. 
Then, an official poll drafted from ideas presented by both the 
faculty and student body can be employed to help determine a 
solu tion to the problem everyone at UMR can no longer ignore. 
One problem already discussed in a previous editorial is the fact 
that many professors and departments place such a heavy em-
phasis on research and gradua te work that the undergraduates 
suffer, and they constitute a vast majority. 
Another problem is that many instructors do not have any 
previous teaching experience or education courses, so though they 
themselves know the material , they cannot present it to the 
students. 
Many instructors have low curves with averages below forty, and 
is it reasonable that if the average student has learned less than 
forty percent of the material that the course is valid??? 
Many students do not get the benefit of the doubt, commonly 
known as the "shaft. " 
Many instructors fai l a considerable 'percentage of their classes 
semester after semester. 
Many instructors do not care whether their students pass or fail, 
and maintain this completely impersonal, apthetic attitude 
throughout the years. 
Many instructors do not offer help sessions when the students 
desire them. 
Many instructors are complete failures in their role of advisors. 
Basically, the beef against the faculty is that quite a few in-
structors do only what the regula tions call for and very little else. 
Indeed, a good instructor should care about his pupils, what he 
teaches and what is learned. Those who don 't should be evaluated 
and discarded if they do not meet certain "intangible" standards. 
I'm Tired . .. Schwizinski 
I 'm tired of Nixon, Agnew , and Johnson, 
And I'm tired of all the others. 
'I'm tired of the useless war over there , 
The administration thinks it's fun. 
I'm tired of wasting money for futility , 
Like walking on the moon, 
While twenty percent of us go to bed hungry. 
I'm tired of all the defense, 
The pentagon thinks it's GOD, 
And I'm really tired of our educational system, 
Where you're taught to do, not think! 
I'm tiring of the pollution, not safe to breathe or drink, 
And I'm tired of population, in thirty years there will be nothing to 
eat. 
I'm tired of discrimination, we 're all Brothers and should live that 
way , 
And I'm tired of consumption, when it's only for consumptions 
sake. 
I'm tired of all the plastics, 
Hell you can't throw everything away . 
I'm tired of the stinking cities, 
The streets , the houses, the . . . .. 
I'm tired of some of the teachers , 
Who can't begin to teach, 
And I'm tired of all the bigots, 
Who don't know what feelings are. 
I'm tired of not having a say, 
In everything I must do, 
And I'm tired of all the two-faced people, 
And those who just don 't care. 
I am really tired of all the materialism, capitalism, 
Discrimination, desecration, and all the other shit. 
In fact I'm so tired that I might just lie down and sleep, 
And hke all the others say, TO HELL WITH IT. 
Quote Of The Week 
"The Provisional Revolutionary Government of Vietnam urgently 
calls on the people of the world to condemn this new escalation of 
the war and to take actions noW that could check plans for even 
greater escalations about to occur. There is a world-wide news 
black-out on this military escalation and the American people must 
bring this news to their communities through every available 
channel." 
- from a transcript of the telephone state-
ment of the PRG Feb. 7 to the Ann Arbor 
student and youth conference 
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OUR MAN HOPPE 
Forward, Troop, (CO) To Victory 
A grea t deal of confusion has 
arisen over whether we have 
ground combat troops in Laos. 
As you know, Congress ha s 
spec ifically forbidden the 
President to send any there. If 
he does, it will unquestionably 
lead to widening the war . the 
one between Congress and the 
President. 
Of course, the Administration 
admits we now have "recon-
naissance teams" and 
"helicopter rescue crews" and 
outf its like that in Laos. And 
while they are all troops and all 
on the ground and a ll 
presumab ly r eady to give 
combat should the opportunity 
arise, everyone agrees they are 
not ground combat troops. So 
that's all right. 
As for ground combat troops, 
the Administration flatly denies 
it 's sent any to Laos . An 
exhastive check shows this is 
the unvarnished truth . 
What we have in Laos is a 
ground combat troop. (cq) 
The name of our ground 
combat troop in Laos, it can 
now be revealed, is Corporal 
Alvin Bartz. The decision to 
send him there was not an easy 
one. 
The President was advised 
tha t the Cooper-Ch urch 
Amendment pro h ibiting 
"ground co mbat troops " did 
Mr. Roger Ellis 
Editor, MISSOURI MINER 
University of Mo.-Rolla 
Dear Roger , 
It has been called to my at-
tention that certain facts listed 
in the editorial "Iranian 
Students' Story--IV" (Dec. 9, 
1970) are misleading. Firstly, 
in the first paragraph of the 
second column, it was listed 
that only 19,000 Iranian 
Students were studying in their 
home country. This figure was 
quoted from 1960 and therefore 
is probably somewhat lower 
than the true total today. The 
second misleading fact was in 
the first paragraph, column 
three which stated one in five 
youths in Iran were addicted to 
heroine. Again , this fact was 
from a 1963 source and the 
figure is considerably lower 
though there are no official 
statistics at this time. 
Thank you for allowing me to 





Blood pressure tests for 
intramural wrestlers will 
be a t the Infirmary on 
March 1, 2, & 3 from 10 a.m. 
- 3 p.m. Physicals are 
March 4 from 3 - 6 p.m. in 
the training room of the 
Multipurpose Building. 
Final weigh in is March 7. 
not , per se, pr ohibit a ground 
combat troop. Concerned as he 
was about the critical im-
portance of the Laos operation , 
particularly to the 1972 
elections, the President acted 
with dispatch. 
"Let us send," he said, 
"every single troop we can." 
Once the decision had been 
made, the Pentagon moved with 
swift mil itary effic iency. A site 
was selected in a marshy 
swamp ten miles inside Laos for 
" Fire Base Bartz." The 
Headquarters Company was 
located on a cool hilltop three 
miles to Corpora l Bartz' 
rear. 
There was some question 
about sending an entire 
Headquarters Company of 148 
offi cer s and men. But as 
General Walter K. (Zip) Zapp, 
now in charge of the operation, 
said: "No combat troop in 
history has ever fought without 
a Headquarters Company." 
A Command Staff of seven 
was needed to plan the Cor-
poral's strategy. A Welfare 
Offi cer, Pay Officer and Morale 
Officer wer e required to 
oversee his welfare, pay and 
morale. Four Public In -
formation Officers (one over 
quota) were assigned to insure 
the public received no in-
formation. And the 134 men 
were detailed to pick up 
cigarette butts. 
A Supply Company supplied 
' ~orum 
38 Irene Lane 
Rolla, Mo. 65401 
February 17, 1971 







Please express to the 
membership of the In-
dependents my appreciation 
and that of his children for their 
contribution to the Jack Bobbitt 
Student Emergency Loan Fund. 
The $100 will be used many 
times over to alleviate a 
student's emergency money 
problems. 
Corpora l Bartz and a Tran-
sportation Company tran-
sported him, his supplies and 
visiting Congressmen who 
came to shake his hand. 
A Regimental Signal Corps 
Team handled his com-
munications. And an 
Engineering Ba tallion was 
ordered into cons truct the 
Officers' Club, PX, mess hall 
and barracks -- in th at order. 
Still to be decided at a high 
policy level is whether Bob 
Hope and hi s troupe will be 
flown in to enterta in Corporal . 
Bartz at Christmastime, if he 
can hold out till then. 
It's hoped this will explain 
why newmen have seen so 
many American soldiers in 
Laos . It should ease 
Congressiona l worries. 
True, some Pentagon hawks 
are now pushing to double 
American fire power in Laos by 
sending another ground combat 
troop to share Corporal Bartz' 
foxhole. But the Presiden t 
remains adamant. 
" I will not violate the Cooper-
Church Amendment," he says 
firmly, " no matter how many 
non-ground combat troops it 
takes. " 
(Copyright Chronicle 
Publishing Co. 1971) 
We choose the Loan Fund as 
his Memorial because it would 
be for the Students and useful 
beyond honoring his name. 
Because his hallmark was good 
teaching, support of the Jack 
Bobbitt Fund will be another 
expression of student, alumni 
and faculty interest in this rare 
gift. 
Again, accept on behalf of the 
Independents , my deepest 
appreciation of your support of 
the Fund. Prof. Bobbitt said 
many times "The Students 
never let you down." 
Sincerely yours, 
Mrs. Jack Bobbitt 
ce . Roger Ellis , Editor 
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I Council News II Signs Of The Times • • • • 
Student Council Meets 
The Student Councll activated 
several new committees at their 
regular business meeting 
February 9, 1971.They are 
briefly as follows: 
NEW HIGH SCHOOL 
RECRUITING COMMITTEE 
with John Peppers as Chair-
man. Applications will be made 
available through the 
MISSOURI MINER for Miners 
who are interested in going to a 
particular high school with the 
aim of recruiting students for 
UMR. Seminars would be 
planned to prepare each person 
for this task. Recruiting would 
take place over Easter vacation 
when most high schools would 
be in session. A movie is being 
planned for next year showing 
life at UMR also for the purpose 
of recruiting more high school 
students. 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
COMMITTEE with Mike Fair 
as Chairman. Through student 
feedback a list of Rolla 
proprietors and landlords would 
be published to condone or to 
" black list" them due to bad 
business practices. Mizzou has 
this service with landlords only 
and will be contacted con-
cerning this . 
ADVISORY EF-
FECTIVENESS COMMITTEE 
with Keith Talbert as Chair-
man. This committee will take a 
constructive look at advisors in 
departments and make 
criticisms. They will possibly 
set guidelines and recom -
mendations for more ef-
fectiveness. 
CAREER SEMINAR 
COMMITTEE. A seminar for 
the Spring Semester for the 
purpose of introducing Juniors 
to interviewing techniques will 
be planned. The Placement 
Office will make up a brochure 
giving information of office and 
steps in interviewing. 
OTHER STUDENT 
COUNCIL NEWS 
MATES, UMR Married 
students, will soon have at least 
one Student Council 
Representative. 
PRESIDENTS of all UMR 
living units (fraternities, 
dorms, eating clubs) will meet 
tonight at 9:00 p.m. in the 
Student Union. 
ANY STUDENT knowing 
someone who would be a 
possible nominee for President 
of the Missouri University 
system please contact Chuck 
LaJeunesse, Student Council 
President, in Room 201 in the 
Student Union -- Phone 341-4280. 
Chuck is UMR's representative 
on the Presidential Search and 
Screening Committee. Eight to 
fifteen nominations for the 
Office of President will be 
submitted by this committee. It 
has been decided by the com-
mittee for the new President to 
be under 60 years of age. 
The Student Council passed a 
new amendment. Any "unaf-
filia ted" Student Council 
member shall in the future 
be subject to the following 
change: All members of their 
original constituency who are 
no longer enrolled in the fall 
semester shall be replaced , 
restoring the number of those 
represented to one-hundred. 
Student Council elections are 
April 27. 
The referendum on pass-fail, 
degree plan and the drop rule is 
now being considered by the 
faculty. Discussion and possible 
passage of points voted on by 
the students will begin at the 
next faculty meeting. 
All students must pay the 
$7.00 supplementary tuition fee 
by March 1. This additional fee 
was affirmed in last year's 
student referendum. At the last 
Board of Curators meeting the 
board accepted plans for the 
New University Center and 
thereby decided to implement 
the increase that the student 
'body requested. 
The inconvenience caused 
The Student Council endorsed was due mainly to the lack of 
the basic concept of UMR anticipation by UMR's Business 
Ambassadors presented by Dr. Office. Had they given proper 
Carlile. A selected. well- attention to the matter they 
rounded group of UMR students; would have charged the fee 
would act as student hosts on increase at preregistration and 
particular days of each month if voted negative by the board 
to visiting dignitaries . they would have returned it. 
Lajeunesse Goes To Columbia 
Chuck LaJeunesse, Student 
Council President, reported 
attending two committee 
meetings at Columbia Monday 
and Tuesday of last week. 
THE SEARCH AND 
SCREENING COMMITTEE 
FOR . PRESIDENCY met 
Tuesday to prepare a Letter of 
Transmittal to go to Board of 
Curators. The committee bas 
considered several prospects 
for the Office of President at 
this time. This committee will 
make fifteen nominations in 
their final evaluation to be 
given to the Board of Curators. 
In their search for a new 
president they will look toward 
more decentralization in the 
central administration in favor 
NOTICE! 
MINER OFFICE HOURS 
2 -- ~:30 
Monday through Thursday 
of the individual chancellors. 
Dean Hutchins-UMC , Dr. 
Deer -UMKC , and Chuck 
LaJ eunesse-UMR , met 'as a 
Subcommittee on Hous ing 
Monday , February 15. Th eir 
function would be to develop a 
recommendation to take to the 
Board of Curators which a llows 
each ca mpu s to make in-
dividual policies on housing. It 
is realized that Kansas City. 
Columbia. and Rolla have very 
different s ituations concerning 
housing. 
At UMR, a need for girls' 
housing is predominate. There 
is no University-owned housing 
other than one 40-capacity 
(approx .) converted hotel. 
The men's dorms at UMR are 
quite cold and unaes thetic. A 
need arises when the possibility 
that their occupancy could very 
we ll be attributed to strong 
student identity with the 
organiza tion of " dormers" 
rather than an attractive place 
to li ve. 
Dear Hortense , 
As promised , we performed 
our new nasty gymnastic at 
both the SMS and CMS games. 





All right, I've had it! I 've seen 
some bad ---- at basketball 
games before, but the refs at the 
SMS game were the worst I 
have ever seen. What can I do 
to see that these two idiots 
never referee aga in ? 
Don Stockstill 
Dear Darn, 
I heard some suggestions 
during the game , but none of 
them are printable. Why don 't 
you ca ll the Multi-Purpose 
Basketba ll Gym and talk to 
Coach Key. 
Dear Hortense, 
What's this about the 
proposed faculty by-laws not 
allowing students to have a vote 
on decisions? r think that 
sound s pre tty strang e . What 
can we do about it' 
Rogerno Elliski 
Dear Rog. 
As 1 unders tand it , the faculty 
wa nt s to set up a dec ision-
making council with non-voting 
s tudent members . This works a 
lot lik e a fri endl y game of 
castration . There is a simple 






decision -mak ing council and 
write off the faculty. Then we'll 
ha ve the same efficient system 
we have now. 
.Dear Hortense, 
All Right. I've had it' I got 
thrown out of the basketball 
gym Monday night for sticking 
my tongue out after a bad call. I 
just want to thank Sgt. 
Glascock and the other nOble 
campus lawmen for seeing that 




Dear Nameless Miner , 
I'm with you and so were the 
seventy other Miners who left 
with you. I wou ld have gone , 
too , but I decided to stay to 
cheer our team on to a great 
victory. 
Dear Hortense, 
Is the rumor that I hear about 
the B&G boys killing off the 
pigeons on campus true ? 
Just Wondering 
Dear Just, 
r called Mad Vic Robeson, the 
B&G head ; and he tells me that 
the only pigeons hi s boys nail 
a re the ones that fl y under their 
lawn mowers. Or that get 
sucked up by the giant vacuum 
deaner. There is a possibility 
that this rumor may ha ve been 
s tarted by someone who saw a 
B&G man swat at some pigeons 
who had mi s ta ken him for a 
statue . 
Dear Hortense , 
Is it true that the ad-
HThBB 
I 
ministration is going to start 
ha ving us get our parents ' 
signatures on our report cards 
and then bring them back so 
that they will know that our 
parents actually saw our 
grades? I am 22 years old , and I 
resent the fact that my parents 
know my grades before I do. I 
pay my own way thru school 
and even if I don't , I wouldn't 
want the school doing 
something " For my own good. " 
What do you think ? 
Balthazar Schultz 
Dear Balz, 
Your letter makes a good 
point. I'll check into the 
possibility of having grades sent 
only to parents of underage 
students on probation and 
parents who request the ser-
vice . Keep watching for an 
answer. 
Dear Hortense. 
After reading a past issue of 
the Rolla Daily News, I un-
derstand that our campus is 
be ing overrun by longhaired, 
bearded , funny dressed, liberal. 
anti-war , integrationis t, con-
spirators. I would appreciate 
any help you can give me in 
a iding to rid our campus of this 
treacherous element. 
Charles Laderoutowitz 
Dear Pa triot , 
It's about time someo ne 
volunteered to rid our good and 
tough campus of these godless 
draft dodging fa ggots. Toda y 
the Whoopi es; tomorrow the 
Nigra. According to AEPi and 
some foreign stud ents , you 
should ca ll Student Personnel 
for further in fo rm ation. 
Page 6 
More Ugly Men 
(Continued From Page 3) 
James L. Fitzpatrick 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
James L. Fitzpatrick, 
otherwise known as "Mad Dog 
Wally", is a Junior from 
Granite City, Ill ., majoring in 
C.E. His vivid imagination and 
ability to get things done make 
him an excellent choice. He 
holds the office of Treasurer in 
both C.Y.R. & S.M.E. as well as 
membership in many other 
campus organizations. He has 
also been active in intramural 
football , wrestling, basketball, 
volleyball , and softball . These 
unexcelled qualifications make 




Dick Rotherwich is the 
representative of Campus Club 
for the 1971 Ugly Man Contest. 
He is a Junior majoring in 
Math. He is a member of IK and 
participates in varsity baseball. 






ferson Residence Hall in the 
1971 Ugly Man Contest, is John 
Gregowitz. John is from New 
Jersey and is currently 
majoring in Engineering 
Management. Better known to 
his friends as "Witz", John has 
been residing at Thomas Jef-
ferson for the past three years. 
He is active in numerous dorm 
activities, and is TJ's present 
social chairman. Campus and 
professional organizations 
include A.S .M. and A.F.S. John 
boasts his hobbies are surfing, 
golf and bridge. 
Perry Pattiz 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 
The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi, 
with the approval of Alfred 
Hitchcock and Rod Serling , 
present for your macabre taste 
in the supernatural, our Ugly 
Man, hairy Perry Pattiz. The 
Wolfman would turn green 
(from nausea ) if he ever saw 
the shag rug around Perry's 
sunken face. We must warn you 
that Perry was let out of his 
cage only last week. So if you 
see him , be nice, toss him some 
change. After all, everyone 
knows that silver keeps vam-
pires away . 
THE MISSOURI MINER 
Jack Phillips 
Sigma Nu 
Jack Phillips is Sigma Nu 's 
Ugly Man and fits the 
description with his "powerful" 
265 pound frame. He is 
Recorder and Intramural 
Manager of Sigma Nu which 
qualifies him as an earnest 
worker for the worthy cause for 
which Ugly Man stands. 
Wednesday, February 24, 1971 
SUPPORT THE 
MISSOURI MINER 
QFCOl/f(~£ YoU HAvE A PLACE IN COLLEGE--IF IT 
WEI2:£N'T FOR TH' DULL,LAZY,IIZRE-50fbNSII3LC,?WPIO 
S,Ll\7ENT, HoW EVEIZ WOULOWE BE A13L.E'O I<ECOGNIZE 
rtf BRIGHT, I NOLl?fRIOUS, HAAO W~KINq . fNTEL.L.k:iENT a-I€~ 
BUILDinG TODAY ... 
FOR A BRIGHTER TOmORROW! 
Designing, developing, building ... all are 
ani ntegra I part of the future growth of the 
Oklahoma f~5 Electric Company. As we build 
for a brighter tomorrow, so will we develop 
new uses for electricity. At OG&E, those 
tomorrows start today. I n fact, OG&E's con-
struction budget for the next three years is a 
record-high $194 million. This large expendi-
ture is the company's faith in a brighter 
tomorrow. And its overa ll plan for the future 
growth. OG&E is planning now to assure 
ample supply of vital electric power for the 
entire 30,000 square mile area we serve. 
Join us now and be among the leaders of 
tomorrow ... today~ 
On-Campus 
Interviews 
for Engineers Only 
MARCH 4 
Contact College Placement 
Office to arrange 
interview time and place. 
OG&~~ 
ELECTRIC SERVICE' 
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TIME It's The RIght Time 224 Franklin Ave. West Minneapolis , Minnesota 55404 
(612) 339-2741 By Rick Mitz 
It's not the right time to be 
sitting here writing this column. 
In fact , it's not the right time for 
you to be si tting there reading 
this column. It's no t the right 
time to do anything. It's the 
right time to do everything . 
It 's the right ti me to lobby 
with legislature; to overthrow 
the system ; to work within the 
system; to work without the 
system ; To stop the war; to 
start the peace; to clean up the 
cities; purify the air ; crusade 
fo r Chr ist; destroy the 
establishm ent ; establish a 
counter -cul ture and a counter-
coun ter -c ul ture. Pic ket big 
business. End racism, Struggle 
for freedom . Battle pollution. 
Tear down the walls. And enlist 
in any of the endless lists of 
s und ry fights , struggles , 
battles,causes, and cr usades 
brought a bout by increased 
social pressure applied to the 
social consciences of our 
relevant existences. 
Dr. AI Bolon 
Selected For 
Campus Honor 
This month Blue Key has 
elected Dr. AI Bolon as its Man 
of the Month for February. Dr. 
Bolon, who is advisor for Blue 
Key is an Associate Professor in 
Nuclear and Meta llurgical 
Engineering a t UMR . He 
r eceived his BS from UMR in 
Physics and his MS in Nuclear 
Engineering fro m UMR. His 
Ph .D. is in Nuclear Engineering 
from Iowa State University . 
Dr. Bolon 
As an undergraduate, beside 
being a member of Blue Key, 
Dr . Bolon was active in many 
different scholastic honora ries 
such s as Tau Beta Pi , Sigma 
Pi Sigma, and Phi Kappa Phi. 
Last December, at the Blue 
Key National Convention, Dr. 
Bolon was elected as a member 
of the National Administrative 
Council of Blue Key. He was 
also made National Treasurer 
for Blue Key . 
For the many honors Dr. 
Bolon has received recently and 
for the devoted work he has 
done for Blue Key in the past, 
Blue Key offers their 
congratulations fo Dr. Bolon as 
February Man of the Month . 
EI-Char-Eve 
STEAK HOUSE 
"We Serve Tbe Greatest 
Steaks kt Town" 
Hwy. 63 South 364-. 
There 's a r ight time and a 
right place for everything ... or 
so says that age-old adolescent 
adage we've been nurtured on. 
All over the country, the hands 
on the clock point to the same 
time -- the right time -- to do 
something. To speak out. To 
start worrying . To become 
active in Activism, to beCOme 
involved in Involvement, to 
Become. 
Ti me is running out and we 
are chasing after it. Time is the 
question and time is the answer. 
And no longer.is it as simple and 
as uncomplicated as that in-
nocent nursery rhyme 
definition of time we thought we 
knew so very well : 
The clock on the wall has a 
clean little face, . 
And it ticks all day long in its 
neat little case. 
It sings as it works , for its 
hands , as you see, 
Are as tidy and nea t as nice 
hands ought to be . 
Things ha ve changed . Even 
the watches that adorn our 
student wrists that hold our 
clenched fists , somehow show 
us and the rest of the world what 
we are so adamantly for and 
against : the Spiro Agnew 
watch, the diamond watch, the 
Mickey Mouse watch . Stop 
watches, neck watches, under-
water watches, time-pieces run 
by electricity, battery, and or 
wind-up . 
And , like clock-work , we 
punch in and punch out, keeping 
our eyes on our calendar girls 
and our calendar boys over 
seas ; seeing that, wi th every 
pendulum swing, that we are --
indeed -- getting closer to 
getting further away. 
Periodicals like Time and the 
Times tell us about the times: 
"Planes Get Free Rein in 
Cambodia, " "WeUare Funds 
Cut to Indiana and Nebraska ," 
" Draft Raid Defendents Con-
victed ... .. 
We are told: It's time to make 
Decisions . 
We are told : It's time to get 
an Education. 
We a re told : It 's time to 
Mature. To get good Jobs. 
It's time to keep our country 
Free. We are told. 
And we are told . By our 
par ents . By our peers . By our 
per iod icals . The decision has 
been removed from our hearts , 
a nd , magi cally, medically 
tra nspla nted into our f, uilt-
ridden heads . 
And yet , still we rhetorically 
ask : what is it the right time 
for? 
"It 's the right time to --
y'know -- to start caring about 
people. There 's nothing to laugh 
at. It 's time to do something 
about how sad the world is." 
It 's the right time to laugh . 
We must laugh while we still 
can . To keep our sanity. " 
But no longer are the issues of 
immediate importance. The 
Urgency is what has become so 
urgent , and somehow, 
somewhere between the nur-
sery rhymes and the classroom 
clock, we have learned well how 
to relate to issues , but not to 
people. Certainly not to our-
selves . 
So we run, running after the 
hour hand as the minute hand 
chases us. 
"Time is running out -- and 
- -
. -
IT'S THE NEW 
ROCK VILLA 
Regu la r Hours: 11 :00 A.M. - 1 :30 A.M. ( Midni ght Sat. ) 
SERViN G THE F INEST FOOD ARO UND 
Join Us In Our Happy Hou rs 
4:00-6:00 P.M. On Fri days 
Giant Pitcher Of Sch litz For $1.00 
HUGE & WILD DISCOUN TS , . 
S T E REO RECORDS & TAPES 
SPEEDY SERVICE - S END FOR YOUR F R EE LI S T 
THE STUDENT S TORE P.O . lOX 6 4 





STUDENT AGENTS TO REPRESENT PEOPLE'S NATIONAl LIFE OF IFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 
TO HELP INTRODUCE OUR COLLEGE PLANS AS WEll AS OUR REGULAR TYPE POLICIES. 
Liberal Commissions and Renewals. also opportunities for future advancement. 
" interested. please liII out and mail this form. giving all information requested. 
If a resident of Missouri . you must be at least 18 years of age , if not a resident you 
must be 21 years of age. 
We will arrange for our field representative to contact you personally in the near future. 
Name 
Local Address 
Street City State Zip 
Phone Number Age 
Your Mapr your Minor as a college student. 
PEOPLE'S NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
812 Madison Street--P.O.Bex 10111 Jeffersoon City. Missouri 65101 
Page 7 
Job Interviews 
CECO Corporation March 1 
Texas Instruments , Inc . March 1,2 
Chicago Dept. of Water &Sewers + + March 1 
Gulf Oi l Company March 1,2 
General Motors Corporation March 2,3,4,5 
U.S . Army Material Command March 2 
AMOCO Production Company + + March 2,3 
Harbison Walker Refractories Coinpany , (Division of Dresser 
Industries, Inc.) March 2,3 
Public Service Company of Oklahoma March 2 
Cities Serv ice Gas Company March 2 
Department of Housing & Urban Development March 2,3 
Dow Chemical Company March 3 
Alton Box Board Company March 3 
Genera l Foods Corporation March 3 
Environmental Science Services Administration 
(Commissioned Officer Corps.) 
Missouri State Highway Commission 
Cook Paint & Varnish Company 









Wes tern Geophysical + + 
Empire District Electric Company 
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company 
Motorola, Incorporated 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Illinois Commerce Commission 






March 1 CPC International Inc. 
+ + Denotes Summer Employment Also 
we' re being run by the clock , 
rather than the clock being run 
by us . We are being told 
everything - when to sleep. 
when to get up, when to love, 
when to hate. And all this talk 
about honesty and kindness -
that can only be achieved when 
we can overcome the clock, 
when we can overcome time as 
our enemy and ruler. " 
Where is that medium bet-
ween the innocense of youthful 
rhymes and the sophistica tion 
of truthful times? There are 
black and white problems -- the 
black and white of peoples' 
faces , the black and white of our 
air . black and whi te of this 
newspaper print. But there is 
also a whole world of gray that 
desparately needs some color 
between those youthful rhymes 
and truthful times. 
I,rs the right time to stop 
thinking about- whatlt"S th-e 
right time for and to start doing 
something." 
And the hands on the clock , as 
they strike the hour , point to us 
all . 
It helps us to keep up with the 
time as it flies, 
And it tells us the hoUr to 
sleep and rise; 
It's a friend that we need, as it 
hangs on the wall , 
Ticking lessons of truth and 
good will to all . 
K MS M prese nts: 
Rock -and-Roll Revival 
this Saturday night on 
Underground- 9:05 
KMSM Fill out your Program Poll today -
give it to your Student Council Rep 
or KMSM Staff Member or return it 
to the station. 
KMSM MORNING SHOW - Get up with us 
Monday - Friday 6:30 - 8: 15 am 
KMSM SPORTS - Hear live play-by-play 
broadcasts of all Miner Basketball 
Makes it Happen! 
88.S 
FM 
PaO'e 8 THE MISSOURI MINER 
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Organization Presidents Meet Engineering . He is a 1969 SigmaTa~Gam-ma 
Twenty UMR organiza tion 
Presidents and three Vice 
Presidents met last Wednesday 
night to discuss common 
problems and prepare to better 
meet the needs of UMR students 
in a united effort. Chuck 
Lajeunesse, Student Council 
President, presided. 
Th ose org an i zat ions 
repr esented in th is important 
meet ing were: Tau Kappa 
Epsilon, Tech Club, W.R.H.A., 
Theta Xi , Association of 
Married Students, M.R.H.A. , 
Alpha Epsilon Pi , Campus Club, 
Engineers Club , Alpha Phi. 
Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha; Pi 
Kappa Phi, Sigma Nu, Triangle, 
Phi Kappa Theta , Thomas 
Jefferson , Prospector 's Club, 
Delta Tau Delta , Delta Sigma 
Phi, G.D.I., 5gers Club, Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, and Lambda ChI 
Alpha. 
Ma tters discussed included 
an ALL-SCHOOL WEEKEND 
which wi ll be investigated by 
the Student Council concerning 
tbe economics and mechanics of 
it. This weekend would be 
similar to GDI weekend and 
GREEK WEEK only open to all 
students. The wholesale food 
buying concept has been set 
aside because it has been 
proved to be uneconomical 
compared to present methods. 
A report on two recent actions 
of the faculty was given. The 
first action consisted of a 
motion at the last general 
faculty meeting which sought to 
include all grades in student's 
accumulative G.P.A. In other 
words, if a student would fail a 
course, take it over and earn an 
"A", he would effectively have 
6 hours of "c" rather than 3 
hours of "A" as is practiced 
now. 
The second move was made 
at the faculty by-laws meeting 
of Feb. 10. Here, the fac ulty 
passed a motion that would 
deny all voting privileges to 
students serv ing on the 
Academic Counc il. The 
Academic Council will serve to 
govern all of campus academia. 
The original proposition in-
cluded on a handful of voting 
students governing a council of 
at least forty . 
A suggestion was made to all 
organi zations to urge their 
co nstituents to talk to all the 
faculty members they knew 
expressing their opinions on 
these actions. 
It was announced that the 
Student Council plans to aid 
students who find job offers 
scarce . Since most students 
wait for companies to come to 
Rolla , a large number of 
smaller companies, who cannot 
afford such recruitment tactics, 
remain untouched. The Student 
Council will publish a list of 
small companies, 
Students Needed For Recruiting 
All Students interested in representing UMR for the purpose of 
recruiting high school students during Easter Vacation (April 5-12) 
indicate by completing and returning the below f.orm by March 2. to 
the Student Council Mail Box at the Student Umon Candy Counter. 








Sigma Pi fraternity's 
candidate for Theta Tau "Ugly 
Man" is sophomore Greg An-
derson . . Greg is an Electrical 
Engineering major from Round 
Lake, Ill. In line with his 
professional ambitions, Greg is 
an active member of IEEE. He 
is also a performer on the 
varsity football team and has 
been selected for 
membership in the M-Club,We 
of Sigmas Pi are proud to have 
Greg representing us in the 
Ugly Man Contest. 
--.... -.,....,~ 
Don Boss 
Donald L. Boss 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Tau Kappa Epsilon's Ugly 
Man this year is Donald L. Boss. 
Don is currently attempting a 
College Editor Reinstated 
Justice A. Arraj , chief judge of 
the U.S. District Court in 
Colorado, ruled Feb. 11, that 
Dorothy Trujillo of the Southern 
Colorado State College (SCSC ) 
ARROW be reinstated in her 
position as managing editor and 
refunded back pay . 
She was fired by the paper 
faculty adviser and the college 
administration when she tried 
to publish "controvers ial" 
material including an editorial 
that condemned the ad-
ministration for proposing new 
faculty parking lots. Since early 
Septem ber , Trujillo was 
required to submit all "con-
troversial" material to the 
faculty adviser. 
In the precedent setting 
decision , Arraj ruled that "the 
state is not necessarily the 
unfettered master of all it 
creates. Having established a 
particular forum for discussion , 
officials may not set space 
limitations on that forum which 
would interfere with protected 
speech. " 
The primary contention of the 
defendants (the college ad-
ministration and faculty ad-
viser ) was that the ARROW was 
not in fact a free student 
newspaper but an "in-
structional tool ," to be con-
trolled ultimately by the ad-
ministra tion . They based this 
contention on the use of state 
funds to support the newspaper. 
Judge Arraj, however, noted 
"We appreciate that school 
officials have authority to 
prescribe and control conduct in 
the schools, but this authority 
must be exercised so as not to 
intrude on fundamental co n-
stitutional rights." 
According to Trujillo's at-
torney, American Civi l 
Liberties Lawyer Robert Boons , 
the college administration, and 
Colorado sta te a ttorneys who 
defended them, found an in-
consistency between the 
newspaper used as a teaching 
tool and the newspaper used as 
a free forum for student 
opinion. 
When the ARROW was 
orig inally censored, the 
Associatied Student Govern-
ment of SCSC in Pueblo voted 
unanimously to appropria te 
funds for a specia l four page 
publication including all of the 
banned material. It was 
published by the Colorado 
Media Alliance, an organization 
of alternative publications and 
college papers formed in 
October by Diane Wolfe. and 
Chip BerJet, of the Univers ity of 
Colorado Denver Center 
FOURTH ESTATE and 
University of Denver CLARION 
respectively, with help from the 
U.S. Student Press Association 
field staff. The CMA also 
contacted the ACLU for 
Trujillo. 
Judge Arraj further states , 
that " Experience shows , and 
the BROADSIDE (the CMA 
publication ) is but an example, 
tha t when one forum for free 
expression has been shut off , 
students will find another." 
"What the testimony em-
phatically revealed is that the 
SCSC administrat ion a nd 
faculty on one side, and the 
students on the other , ha ve been 
living in different worlds. 
Because they control ARROW 
financing , the former have 
assumed that they are free to 
change the function of the 
news pa per. The res tra i n ts on 
the paper's writing did abr idge 
her rights and her suspension, 
the deCision is an extension of 
the precedent set in Antonell i vs 
Hammond in which Fitchburg 
State College, Mass., Editor 
John Antonelli successfull y 
defended his paper's right to be 
guaranteed First Amendment 
freerloms . 
The Truji llo decision applies 
to all state-funded universities 
and colleges in Colorado . 
graduate of McBride High 
School where he watched 
football and soccer. He also was 
active in other phases of high 
school life and still is . Presently 
he is still in school and par-
ticipates in chapter programs 
and intramurals. Teke has in 
past years had good success 
with collecting for Ugly Man, 
winning most money per man 
the last two years. This spring 
Teke hopes to collect money 
through collections and raffles. 
Don Schlechte 
Don Schlechte 
Beta Sigma Psi 
Big Don Schlechte is the very 
capable Ugly Man from Beta 
Sigma Psi fraternity. Don, a 
sophomore from St . Louis 
majoring in mechanical 
engineering, was recently 
elected athletic chairman of 
Beta Sig . He has already 
completed one of his major 
money-making projects by 
sponsoring a raffle for two 
round-trip tickets to Florida. 
With such ideas as this , the men 
of Beta Sig are confident that 
Don will come through with top 
honors in the Ugly Man contest. 
Steve Vardiman 
Steven Vardiman is Sigma 
Tau Gamma 's Ugly Man 
representative this year. He 
plans to continue Sig Tau's 
tradition of being a community 
minded fraternity. Steve urges 
all to contribute generously to 
this worthy fund for crippled 
children of the area. During the 
years tha t Steve has been here 
he has found that "the 
residents and students at Rolla 
are genuinely concerned about 
their neighbors and are willing 
to give a helpful hand in cases of 
need." He is sure that this 
feeling will prevail when he 
approaches a person and asks 
them "to open their hearts and 




Men's Residence Hall 
Associa tion 
Ron Gaus has once again been 
named the Theta Tau Ugly Man 
Candidate by the Mens 
Residence Hall Association . 
Ron is a senior in ceramic 
engineering from Kirkwood , 
Missouri. He has served as the 
MRHA Publicity Chairman and 
has been a personnel assistant 
for the past three years. He has 
also served as treasurer of the 
American Ceramic Society and 
presently represents MRHA on 
the Student Council as well as 
being director of personnel 
assistants. Under Ron's 
leadership last year, MRHA 
won the most money collected 
award in the Ugly Man Contest. 
SUPPORT THE 
MISSOURI MINER!! 
Suit A _gainst Trustees 
ALBANY, N.Y. (CPS ) -- The 
Student Association of the State 
University of New York, 
representing the combined 
student governments of the 
entire state university system, 
has brought sui t against the 
University 's Board of Trustees 
charging that the system 's rules 
for maintaining order on 
ca mpuses 
rights. 
viola te student 
The legal action, begun Feb. 
2, seeks to have the University 
regula tions adopted under a 
1969 state law declared un-
constitutional, and requests a 
permanent injunction to 
prevent their enforcement. 
Certain provisions of the so-
called Henderson Law, put into 
effect at 32 state campuses, are 
being challenged because they 
potentially deny 150,000 
students right of due process . 
The four provisions are: 
authorization of temporary 
suspension of a student prior to 
a hearing by a committee made 
up of administrators, faculty 
and students; designation of 
each SUNY president as 
" prosecutor and judge " by 
being able to both me a charge 
against a student and pass final 
judgment on the case; the 
absence of any standard proof 
of guilt required of the hearing 
committee; and a provision 
which says that a student's 
failure to appear at a com-
mittee hearing is deemed to 
demonstrate that the 
allegations are in fact true. 
The iawsuit has been hailed 
by students as the " first 
coordinated action by SUNY 
students to deal with a problem 
on a coordinated basis." 
was impermissible punishment 
for the exercise of those 
rights ... " 
The decision is an extension of 




























































The 4th Annual Missouri All-College Band Saturday evening concert was 
very well attended despite conflicting activities . Some 100 outsta~ding 
musicians from fourteen Missouri colleges were at UMR Thursday, Friday, 
and Saturday of last week auditioning and rehearsing for Saturday's concert. 
Leonard Falcone, Michigan State University , directed the band in nine 
various selections. 
If the MISSOURI MINER has Pep Band has been led by a 
said it once it has said it twice: UMR student. This year Roger 
We cannot ask for a better Pep Dewey, a Grad student in 
Band. At each home Miner Geological Engineering , is 
basketball game the UMR Pep fulfilling this respons ibility. 
Band is on hand to do more than This band is open to all students 
their share in regards to and at present there are 
creating an enthusiastic spirit students playing in this band 
to help the team rally on to who do not play in any of the 
victory . This completely other bands. Miners that make 
volunteer group consisting of 12- up the band are Marvin Un-
16 Miners has been active for derwood-trumpet, March 
five years at the time Coach Boechker-trumpet, Floyd 
Key requested their Smith-trumpet, Dave Duzdik-
trombone , Vance Havens-
trombone, Rande Grotefendt-
Alto Sax, Debbie Fugitt-Tenor 
Sax , Mohamed Shilli -Tenor Sax , 
Gus Heck-Baritone Sax , Ed 
Hutson-tuba, and Lance Wade-
drums. Each member receives 
a token stipend from the 
Athletic Department. The Pep 
Band will once again perform 
atop a truck in this year 's ST. 
PAT 'S PARADE . Let 's give 
three cheers for the UMR Pep 
Band for a job well done. 
.o.r.g.an.i.za.t.io.n •. • E.a.c.h .y.e.ar_th.e_·.tr.o.m.b.on.e.,_C.h.U.Ck_.c.on.r.a .. d- In The Beg i nn i ng ... 
GRAND OPENING 
"The Iron Mug" 
Featuring 
"MILLERS CAVE" 
Fri. & Sat. 
Feb. 26 - 27 - 1971 
3 Miles West of Rolla on 
Hiway 66 & Martin Spring Road 
Open From 4:30 p.m. - Band 9:00 - 1 :00 
GIRLS F-R-E-E 
In the beginning, Delta Tau 
Delta created the little sisters . 
And they were without name 
and officers. And the spirit of 
enthusiasm moved among the 
prospective members. 
And they said , Let us be 
known as Sigma Delta , and 
Greeks , a nd let us have 
dominion over ourselves as a 
new sorority, and it was so. And 
they saw the sorority come into 
being , and it was good. And they 
sa id , Let us grow and be 
prosperou s , henceforth a nd 
forevermore. And it was so. And 
they said , Let us write a con-
stitution , and set forth our 
purposes and duti es , a nd 
es tabli sh the rights a nd 
privileges of our members, and 
it was so. It has been said that it 
shall come to pass , in days of 
unknown number , that the 
constitution shall be accepted, 
and Sigma Delta shall be known 
and recognized all over cam-
pus . 
And they said, Let us make 
known to all the people our 
endeavors . And there came 
about a bake sale and service 
projects. And they said, Let us 
increase our numbers. And 
there came about rush parties 
and pledges. 
Thus Sigma Delta was 
created, and thus its presence 
has been made known to all of 
the UMR campus. 
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The Student Personnel moved offices to Building 
T-26 (Old Kappa Sig House ) Thursday, February 
18. Pictured above is Mrs. Betty Todd, Student 
Personnel Receptionist, in the new location. 
Social Science Department 
Occupies New Building 
By Jeanne Allen 
Ca n' t fin d your favo r ite 
teac her ? If he's in Social 
Sciences , read on. The new 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
building, while not ready for 
classes ye t , currently houses 
the Social Sciences Depart-
ment. The faculty is herein 
listed , by section , name, new 
office number, and new phone 
extension. <Note: now that the 
campus has its own sw it-
chboard, all campus numbers 
begin with 341-,} 
ECONOM ICS section: Assoc. 
Prof. Hentzel, 117 , 4824 ; Assoc . 
P rof. Barr , 120, 4815 ; Ass't. 
P rof. Ethridge, 106, 4808; Ass 't. 
Prof. Garbacz, 109, 4810; Ass't. 
Prof. Goslin, 135, 4806 ; Mr. 
Adams, 107,4809 ; Mr. Bopp, 306 
Old Kappa Sig ; 4807; Mr. Lee, 
134 , 4806 ; Mr. Rafferty, 108 , 
4809. 
HISTORY section: Prof. and 
Chairma n of Socia l Sciences , 
M.R. Ca in , 125 , 4821 ; Assoc. 
Prof. Barr , 120 , 4815; Assoc . 
Prof. Bledsoe, 119, 4814; Ass' t 
Prof. Dahm , 121, 4816; Ass' t 
Prof. Ei senman , 11 6, 481 3; 
Ass' t. Prof. Oster, 124, 4817; Mr. 
Christensen, 128 , 481 8; Mr . 
Karam, 133, 4820 ; Mr. Pen-
dergrass , 203 Parker Hall , 4282 ; 
Mr. Ridley, 123, 4817 ; Mr . 
Roberts , 118 , 4814 ;' Mr . 
Williams, 122, 4816. 
PSYCHOLOG Y: section : 
Assoc . Prof. Murphy, 110, 4810 ; 
Assoc . Prof. Sawyer, 114 , 4812 ; 
Ass' t. Prof. Dekock, 205 Harris , 
4491 ; Ass' t. Prof. Enzie, 115, 
481 3; Ass 't. Prof. Mace, 112, 
4811 ; Ass' t Prof. R . 
Montgomery. 113. 4812; Ass 't. 
Trustees 
<Continued from Page 8) 
the precedent set in ' Antonelli 
vS. Hammond, in which Fit-
chburg Sta te College (Mass.) 
Edi tor John Antonelli 
successfully defended his 
paper 's right to be guaranteed 
First Amendment freedoms. 
In a decision similar to the 
Trujillo decision, District Court 
Judge W. Arthur Garrity stated 
"The state is not necessarily the 
unrestrained master of what it 
creates and fosters . Thus in 
cases concerning school -
supported publications or the 
use of school facilities, the 
courts have refused to 
recognize as permissable any 
regulations infringing free 
speech when not shown to be 
necessarily related to the 
ma intenance of order and 
discipline within the 
educational process . 
The Trujillo decision applies 
to all state funded universities 
and colleges in Colorado . 
Prof. Wa rner, I ll, 4811; Ms. 
Jenks , 132, 4820. 
SOCIOLOGY section: Ms. S. 
Montgom ery, 130 , 4819 ; Mr. 
Iacovetta, 131, 4819 ; Mr. Pitt, 
129, 4818. 
Other res tless natives have 
moved to the top floor of Parker 
Hall : Dr. Fuller , Dean , College 
of Arts and Sciences. 208, 4127 or 
4128 ; Mr. Mark Maddox , Ass't. 
Business Officer for Contracts, 
ex t. 4125; Mr. MCFarland , Dean 
of Graduate School, 205 , 4142 ; 
Dr. Primrose, Research 
Coord ina tor , 206 , 4360 ; Mr. 
Wollard , Business Officer, 207, 
41 21. 
Chancellor Baker 
Visits Viet Nom 
<Continued from Page j) 
munication systems and basic 
industry. 
" It is important that Viet 
Na m , as wel l as a ny other 
coun t ry, t rain most of its 
manpower in its own country. 
Those trained there are more 
sensit ive to that country's 
developmental needs. 
"A first rate university today 
has to have an international 
educational component as the 
challeng e of international 
understanding has never been 
grea ter, nor more important to 
world stability. This program is 
a part of the international 
education effort at UMR and is 
important to broadening the 
campus teaching and research 
concepts and activities. 
"UMR personn el also lea rn 
from this interaction and 
success in helping colleagues in 
another country adds a new 
dimens ion of hum a n un -
dersta nd ing . They will sha re 
their experi ences with their 
American students upon their 
re turn and the efforts are 
broadcast among many in both 
Am erica a nd the cooperating 
country. 
" If political relationships can 
provide a free environment for 
the American team to work with 
their counterparts , the chances 
a r e believed exc ellent that 
UMR will ha ve success in its 
goal to plan and direct the 
es tablishm ent of a 
technological univers ity for 
Viet Nam. This will be a credit 
not only to Vietnam, but also to 
AID and UMR . It will be 
especially important as a 
contribution to better world 
understanding and helping Viet 
Nam to economic self -
sufficienc y. To the educa tors 
directly and indirectly involved, 
it is also an opportunity to learn, 
and this broadening experience 
has very special significance to 
our faculty and students." 
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lf~ l~o~NER SPORTS John Brown Turns Swimmers Blue 67-46 The Miner swimmers found the going tough this past 
weekend as they came out on 
the short end of a 67-46 score 
against John Brown University 
at Siloam Springs, Arkansas. 
The Miners did make a good 
showing, but losses in both the 
relays hurt their chances of 
win.ning. 
GLENN JENSEN, SPORTS EDITOR 
Miners Fall To SMS, Stun Mules 
The UMR Miners lost a 
heartbreaker last Saturday but 
avenged themselves nicely on 
Monday night by stunning the 
Central Missouri State Mules in 
their last MIAA encounter of the 
1970-71 season. The Miners lost 
a n eight point half time lead 
Saturday against Southwest 
Missouri State to fall 81-79, but 
came back on Monday night to 
shock the Mules by five, 78-73. 
The Miners started out much 
like the game they played at 
SMS earlier in the season and at 
one point in the first half 
boasted a thirteen point lead. 
However , Springfield fought 
gamely back and scored six in 
the last minute and a half of 
play to cut the Miners' half time 
lead to 44-36. 
Springfield's Tom Har-
shbarger put on practically a 
one-man show in the second half 
as he scored 21 points and pulled 
down a flock of rebounds to put 
Springfield in contention. 
The Bears fought back and 
finally tied the game at 65-all 
wi th 6: 18 left to play. Rex 
Medlock's three-point play and 
a bucket by Keith Davidson 
helped the Miners pull to a 71-67 
lead, but Harshbarger threw up 
two and hit them both to knot 
the score again. Harshbarger 
then stunned the Minners with 
four free throws and a field goal 
to give the SMS souad a 76-73 
lead which they never 
relinquished, despite desparate 
last-second efforts by the 
Miners. 
Tommy Noel was high for the 
UMR cagers as he hit 
eight field goals and two free 
throws for eighteen points. Rich 
Peters tossed in seventeen, 
Sandhaus tallied fifteen and 
both Rex Medlock and Keith 
Davidson scored ten for UMR. 
Harshbarger was high for 
Springfield as he ended with 
twenty-six, while Curl had 
fifteen , and Williams tallied 
fourteen. Both squads had five 
men in double figures as 
Snelling and Thompson both 
tallied 12 for SMS. 
Last Monday night, the 
Miners pulled the same tur-
nabout as they came from 
behind to bea t the second place 
team in the MIAA. The Miners 
started strong and jumped to a 
9-5 - lead before the Mules 
started to warm up. Warren-
sburg went up 11-9 as Bozarth 
and Bozzay tossed in scores and 
helped the CMS five pull away 
to an eight point lead at one 
point before Tommy Noel cut 
the margin to six with a two-
pointer just before the buzzer 
ended the first half. 
The Miners had their troubles 
in the first half as they only hit 
on thirty-five per cent of their 
field goal attempts and com-
mitted numerous turnovers. 
Just about everyone had dif-
ficulty hanging onto the ball 
while CMS just coasted. 
However, the Miners came 
out strong in the second half and 
put everything together to come 
from behind. Rob Sandhaus 
netted eleven and Rich Peters 
scored fifteen points in the 
seco nd half to lead the UMR 
comeback. Rex Medlock also 
played one of his best games as 
a Miner as he scored twelve 
points. pulled down five 
Sandhaus defended him ex-
cellently. Terry Bozzay and 
Eurvin Fuller both added ten. 
The win Monday night 
brought the Miners' record to 9-
12 and 5-7 in the MIAA, the most 
games they have ever won since 
joining the league. Also 
noteworthy was the fact that 
Rich Peters needs only nine 
points this Friday when the 
Miners play the University of 
Wisconsin from Milwaukee to 
be the top Miner scorer since 
1963. 
Rolla's Jim Glasa outclassed 
the field in the 1000-yard free 
style and was helped by Mark 
Hanneke who finished third. 
Tom Kreutz 's third was the only 
showing the Miners made in the 
200-yard free style, but Rick 
Marshall won top honors in the 
50-yard freestyle to help the 
Miners. 
Jack Belshe placed third in 
the 200-yard individual medley 
before Ron Dutton and Ron Reis 
placed one-two in the one meter 
diving competition . Belshe 
came back to snare first place 
in the 200-yard butterfly. 
Don Steinnerd placed second 
for UMR in the 100-yard free 
style and Lance Killoran 
clipped two seconds off hi~ 
previous best to place second in 
the back stroke. 
Jim Glasa and Tom Kreutz 
placed second and third 
respectively in the 500-yard free 
style and Rick Marshall and 
Fails placed first and third in 
the - 200-yard breast stroke. 
Freshman Steve Peppers 
finished second in the three 
meter diving competition. 
John Brown U. swept both 
relays which proved to be the 
difference in the meet. 
Coach Bob Pease's swimmers 
are now 7-2 in dual competition 
for the season and now ready 
themselves for the MIAA 
Conference Meet to be held in 
Cape Girardeau at Southeast 
Missouri State College on 
March 5th and 6th. Coach Pease 
is optimistic, especially since 
the Miners have beaten every 
.- contender at least once and 
have dealt a ' setback to last 
year's MIAA champions from 
Southwest Missouri State 
College. 
Sophomore Paul Pederson fires a jumper 
ONLY 21 DAYS 
UNTIL ST. PAT'S 
against the tight Bear d,t::e~fe~n~s:e.;. . ..;. ______ ..,:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;., 
rebounds from his guard • 
position, and had nine assists. 
The Miners hit just about 
everything they threw up in the 
second half as they almost 
immediately erased the CMS 
lead and with the help of some 
Rich Peters three-point plays 
~IJmbed to as much as a seven 
point lead. In the second half 
the Miners hit on eighteen of 
twenty-five shots for a blazing 
72 per cent to tuck away the 
game. 
Rich Peters led all scorers 
ith twenty-four points while 
ndhaus tallied sixteen. 
Noel scored fourteen and Rex 
Medlock had his season's high 
with twelve. Rodney LeGrand 
~ichlipp,ed in with nine. For CMS 
SPECIAL 
End-of -Month Discount 
10% off 
On all Craig and Channel Master 
8-track and cassette players 
8-track cartridges: regular $6.98 
NOW $5.67 
Junior Keith Davidson makes a point of scoring 2 
points against SMS. 
netted twenty: 
, mostly on twenty -five 
jumpers, and Jim Utley 
scored fourteen, seven below 
his average as UMR's Rob Over 2,000 New 8-track cartridges 
$3.87 - WHILE THEY LAST! NOTICE! 
Blue Key National Honor 
Fra ternity is now accep -
ting applications for 
membership. Applications 
may be picked up at the 
Student Union Candy 
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Miner's Take Track Debut-,. 
Trot By William Jewell,Mo. Valley 
UMR's track team showed 
great form and gave warning to 
their Conference foes last 
Saturday night by romping past 
William Jewell College and 
Missouri Valley College in the 
first track meet of the season. 
In the lopsided battle, the 
UMR team accumulated as 
many points as the other two 
school~, winning by a score of 
72'h to William Jewell 's 29'h 
and Missouri Valley's 45. 
In the course of the victory, 
UMR amassed seven first place 
finishers, two second place 
finishers , and three third 
places. Also, the team 
established two school records. 
The seven first place winners 
were: Skip Brown, in the mile 
NOTICE! 
Applications for the Girls 
Auxiliary are available in 
the I.K. box at the Student 
Union Candy Counter. Any 
girl interested is en-
couraged to fill one out. 
run , 4:46.3; Bob Rice in the two-
mile run , 10:09.7; Eric. Potts 
and Bill Dean , tie , in the 440 
yard dash, 54 .0; Larry Nelson in 
the 600yard dash, 1:17.9 ; Bob 
Chervak in the 1000 yard run; 
2:32.7; the mile relay team 
(Nelson, Dean , Potts , and John 
Schoenecker) , 3: 36.3 and Curt 
Simmons in the shot put , 
throwing the shot 45 feet, seven 
inches. 
UMR's second place finishers 
were: Don Hemenover , second 
in the 60-yard high hurdles , 
running it in 8.0 seconds ; and 
Mike Greaves who was second 
in the high jump, jumping fi ve 
feet, eight inches. 
The third place tracksters 
were: Skip Brown, who finished 
third in the 880-yard run, run-
ning it in 2:10.8, Don 
Hemenover, third in the 60-yard 
low hurdles , with a time of 7.5 
seconds ; and Al Richardson, 
who finished third in the long 
jump , jumping 19 feet 3"/4 in-
ches. 
V ARSITY BASKETBALL 
Feb. 26 Univ. Wisc.-Milwaukee Rolla 
VARSITY SWIMMING 
March 5-6 MIAA Championship's Cape Girardeau 
VARSITY WRESTLII'iG 
March 5 MlAA Championship's Warrensburg 
VARSITY TRACK 
March 6 Southwest Mo. State Springfield 
VOLKSWAGEN 
Sal •• and Service 
BILL SOWERS MOTORS 
PHONE 364-51]8 HWY. 66 EAST IN NORTHWYE 
Special Financing for Graduating Seniors 
" \. .. ~; . ... '-'-
The Folks At The 
509 Package Store 
we come 
The UMR Miners To 
Stop In 
Anytime 
We Will Not Knowingly Be Undersold 
FREE Parking In Rear 
were set in events which are 
new events for the Miners this 
year. The events are the 600-
yard dash and the 1000-yard 
run. Since these events are new 
the times set by Nelson and 
Chervak last Saturday night 
will be the school record. 
M -Club Elects 
New Officers; 
Initiates Nine 
On February 4,1971, nine new 
members were initiated into M-
Cl ub. They were lettermen: 
Dan Bantle and Steve Sullen-
trop--Football , Lance Killoran--
Swimming, Les Robertson--
Wrestling ,_ Jim Gregg--
Baseball , and Denny Mertz, 
Terry Young, Bob Virgin, and 
John Schoenecker -- Track. 
A meeting was held directly 
after the initiation and new 
officers were elected. They 
. were: President -- Scott Flet-
cher, Vice President - -- Mike 
Moore , Secretary -- Gregg 
McClain , Treasurer -- Bob 
"Spider" Morrison , P ledge 
Trainer -- Don Morford , and 
Publicity Chairman -- Stewart 
Scott. 
The M-Club members 
presented their disapproval of 
the sign or signs tha t ha ve been 
appearing at the Miner 
basketball games the past few 
weeks. It shows poor sport-
smanship on the part of the 
fans. The U.M .R. fans in the 
past have had a record of being 
very unmannerly. The M-Club 
would like to try to change this 
past record. Cooperation from 
the fans is greatly urged! 
"He didn't know that much 
about wrestling, but if he got on 
top of you, it would be all over " 
That 's how Miner heavyweight 
wrestler Gary McAlpin 
described his 350-pound op-
ponent from Forest Park Junior 
College whom the Miners faced 
two weeks ago. Gary managed 
to salvage a 1-1 tie against his 
mamoth opponent. 
Gary is in his second year at 
UMR and lettered last year, 
posting an 8-2 record. This year 
conference meet. 
Gary, who stands almost six 
feet tall and weighs around 225, 
is from Hialeah , Florida where 
in high school he finished 
second in the state, losing to the 
champion in an overtime 
match. 
Gary is majorfng in Civil 
Engineering and also shows his 
prowess on the football field 
where he is strong side of-
fensive guard. He is a member 
of Delta Sigma Phi social 
Sophomore HWT Gary McAlpin en route to a 4-1 
decision over his SEMS opponent. 
Gary is 8-4-1 on the season, but 
looks ahead to improving his 
record . His toughest opposition 
will probably be the 
heavyweight from Southeast 
Missouri State and the 
unlimited wrestler from 
. Kirksville. The Kirksville 
wrestler has beaten Gary twice 
and could be the only thing that 
stops him from becoming 
champion of the MlAA. Last 
year he finished second in the 
fraternity. 
The Miner heavyweight feels 
that the Miners have come a 
long way in their second year 01 
wrestling and that the squad 
has a lot of potential. He looks 
for a good showing by the 
Miners in the MIAA meet and in 
the rest of the ma tches this 
season. He also feels that the 
squad would really appreciate 
mor fan support in their home 
matches. 
Jeans . Slacks. Shirts. Vests. Jackets. Socks. Western Wear. Boots. 
" Wrangler" Jeans 
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UMR Wins Pheasant Shoot; 
Regains National Ranking 
The UMR Rifle Team ven-
tured into snow country on the 
5th, 6th and 7th of February to 
fire in the University of South 
Dakota 1971 Pheasant Shoot at 
Vermillion , South Dakota . 
The squad had revenge in 
mind after their ninth place 
ranking at the Kansas State 
University meet in December. 
The Rolla team was the 
defending champion of the 
Pheasant Shoot and was 
determined to not only" retain 
their title, but also show the 
shooting world that they were 
still tough and the K-State 
of 200 prone. Jon Howell mat-
ched this score with his 198 and 
so did Jeff Hafkemeyer. David 
Mursch, a team member who 
has been away from shooting 
for .two years, fired a 189. 
The next position was 
kneeling and here the Miners 
started to show that the match 
was all theirs. Kent Gastreich 
led the team with a blazing 196 
out of 200, followed by Jon 
Howell with 193, David Mursch 
at 190, and Jeff Hafkemeyer 
with 188. 
At the standing position, 
usually the Miners' strllngest, 
Coach Bracy congratulates All-American Ken 
Gastreich. 
match performance would not 
be repeated. 
When the team arrived at the 
match, members of the other 23 
teams present were wondering 
if Rolla had finally slipped. This 
thought was short lived when 
the Miners unpacked their gear 
and moved to the firing line. 
The UMR Miners started out 
with All-American Kent 
Gastreich firing a 198 total out 
the squad left no doubt that 
their number four position 
nationally was not a mistake. 
Gastreich had a 178 out of 200, 
followed by Dave Mursch at 176, 
Jon Howell 167, and Jeff 
Hafkemeyer's 142. 
All American Kent Gastreich 
won top honors with his 572 out 
of 600 as well as taking the 
trophies in kneeling and 
standing. 
Fuller Jewelry 
The Finest In Diamonds 
And Jewelry 
U.M.R. Class Rings 
715 Pine St. 364-2142 Rolla, Mo. 
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Grapplers Outmuscle Wash. U., 
Tie With Cape Girardeau 19-19 
The grapplers boosted their 
record over the 500 mark last 
week as they defeated Wash. u., 
32-8. Their other match was 
against SEME from which the 
Miners came out tied 19-19. 
The match against 
losing a tough match in the 118-
pound class by a score of 8-2, to 
Hunt for SEMS. The Miners 
suffered a real heartbreaker in 
the 126-pound class as the 
referee called Bob Gregory 
pinned in the first period of his 
match against T. Berger. Les 
Robertson came through with 
the Miners first win of the meet 
as he defeated G. Oxford 8-5 in 
the 134-pound class. In the 142-
pound class Mike Blackmore 
scored one of the biggest wins of 
the meet as he pinned A. 
Montrey in 3 minutes 55 
seconds. Jim Watts obtained the 
points as he 
wu,miwn 11-6 in 
the I50-pound class . Greg Miller 
found tough competition in the 
I58-pound class and was pinned 
by S. Hastie. In the 167-pound 
class the Miners came out on 
the losing end as Larry Howard 
lost to E. Welker 6-4. Co-captain 
Bob Morrison had a rough 
match in the I77-pound class as 
he ~as decisioned by R. Helms 
10-2. The grapplers received a 
big break in the I90-pound class 
as Steve Ganz received a for-
feit. Going into the last match 
Cape had a slim lead over Rolla 
with the score being 16-19, but 
heavyweight Gary McAlpin 
came through with a big 
win over J. 4-1. 
Washington U. started out great 
as David Zale pinned K. Grice 
in the 1I8-pound division. In the 
126-pound class Bob Gregory 
had a tough time as he was 
decisioned by L. Heger 8-1. Co-
captain Les Robertson came 
through with a big win next as 
he decisioned D. Beard 5-0 in the 
I34-pound class. Mike Black-
more added another pin to his 
list of wins as he obtained a fall 
against L . Boyer in the 142-
pound class. Jim Watts picked 
up another win in the I50-pound 
class as he decisioned A. 
Shanker 7-4. Greg Miller scored 
another sound win as he 
defeated D. Hill 9-3. In the 167-
pound class Larry Howard 
came up against a very tough 
opponent and lost on a pin to J. 
Phillips. In the 177-pound class 
a forfeit was received by 
Kenton Hupp. Steve Ganz 
wrestled his usual fine match 
and defeated his opponent B. 
Jacobs 10-0. In the heavyweight 
division the Miners' Gary 
McAlpin received a forfeit. 
Against SEMS, the meet 
started off with David Zale, 
UMR Captain Les Robertson has his Cape op-
ponent in a precarious position. 
CLIP THIS COUPON ....... . 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT SAVE 
To All Miners 30c 
With This Coupon You On A Jumbo Box 
Get 5 Pieces Chicken, Snowy Value $1.95 
~-~~l.iWhipped, Potato, Cole Slaw and 2 Rolls t ~,,,,:<Ii...,,,, I ~~ .~ ~. -~ ~<\. . For On y h / . .--~···(t) TWO LIMIT $1 65 
,/!J NO SUBSTITUTIONS 
~"'"""-,-""",. ,- , ... --"'~~~ I I -'IANDIU'IKIN MALCOM'S 
'. \? '~ Kt1&t!~k~ fri!d C~lc!e" 
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Cuba, Mo. 
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